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ABSTRACT

Biological images acquired using fluorescence microscopy typically

suffer from poor edge details, non-uniform brightness, decreasing

image contrast with tissue depth and irregular/unknown structure.

Hence they are consequently challenging to segment. In this paper,

we present a segmentation method we call “Jelly filling” for analyz-

ing biological volumes that also contain incomplete labeling. Our

method uses adaptive thresholding, component analysis, and three-

dimensional structural consistency to iteratively refine segments that

represent physical quantities. Preliminary results obtained using flu-

orescence microscopy images of rat kidneys demonstrate the efficacy

of the proposed method.

Index Terms— image segmentation, fluorescence microscopy

1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging techniques such as optical microscopy are capable of pro-

ducing image volumes deep into biological tissues and thus charac-

terize large scale biological structures at subcellular resolution [1,

2, 3]. The size and complexity of these image volumes, which may

consist of hundreds of optical sections, make manual approaches for

visualization and analysis impractical. Automated methods of im-

age segmentation are required to obtain quantitative, objective and

reproducible analysis [4]. Images collected using fluorescence mi-

croscopy are inherently anisotropic and contain various aberrations

and distortions that vary along the different axes [2, 5] and increase

with depth. Automatic segmentation of such data becomes more

challenging due to the incompleteness in dye labeling, in which one

color channel represents two or more biological structures.

There have been many recent techniques developed to segment

and analyze biological images. One popular image analysis method

is the stochastic active contour scheme (STACS) that uses textures,

edge, and region-based information [6] to segment cardiac MR im-

ages. A topology preserving variant of STACS that combines topol-

ogy with level set formulation is developed for segmentation of DNA

and protein images [7] and is shown to outperform the widely used

seeded watershed technique [8]. A vector field convolution based

active contour model is proposed in [9]. An open active contour

model for analyzing actin filament is presented in [10]. Other meth-

ods include the sliding band filter (SBF)-based joint segmentation

approach presented in [11], that is useful in detecting overall con-

vex shapes. An active mask framework that uses a multiscale and

multiresolution approach as well as region-based and voting-based

functions is proposed [12]. Another region-based method called dis-

crete region competition is proposed in [13]. Edge detection meth-

ods e.g. Canny [14] edge detector, are often used for segmenting
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boundaries of biological quantities. A recent popular edge and ridge-

based method that uses steerable filters for feature detection is pro-

posed in [15]. In [16], a two step watershed method is presented in

which, three types of cell structures: nuclei, cell walls and cell-cell

contacts are segmented in order to distinguish different actin-binding

proteins from the images of Epithelial cells. A method to segment

vasculature in 3D, that uses noise modeling, planer geometry and

adaptive region growing is presented in [17]. A novel approach for

coupling image restoration-segmentation [18] has been proved ef-

fective in segmenting 3D biological structures e.g. the endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) and the Drosophila wing disc.

A typical dataset we have used in our studies consists of images

of a rat kidney labeled with a phalloidin (which labels filamentous

actin). The fluorescence of phalloidin labels two structures in the tis-

sue, the basement membrane of the tubules and the brush border (or

lumen) of the proximal tubules. The goal is to segment the outlines

or boundaries of renal tubules in 3D and also detect and quantify

their corresponding lumen volumes in order to visually identify in-

dividual contiguous tubules [2, 19, 20, 3]. This is intended to assist

in the morphological characterization of a single nephron.

Our proposed approach is intended to provide 3D segmentation

of a biological volume that consists of separable individual entities

characterized by closed shapes outlined by their boundaries. Intu-

itively, our method is based on filling disjoint regions of an image

with a jelly-like fluid with a unique label. This helps in the detec-

tion of components that are floating within a labeled-jelly. Due to

the lower sampling rate in the z-direction in typical microscopy im-

ages, an enclosed entity (e.g. lumen henceforth) cannot be detected

as an entirely separate 3D component from the outer closed shape

(e.g. tubule boundaries henceforth). To tackle this, our method uses

neighborhood and z-direction information to correct adjacent planes

in each iteration, consequently improving 3D segmentation.

2. JELLY FILLING SEGMENTATION

Let I denote the original image stack. Specifically for the rat kidney

datasets, the color channel labeled with filamentous actin is used

as the original image stack. Let Ij the jth image in I. Let STh
denote the binary image stack after adaptive thresholding. The jth

binary thresholded image in STh is denoted by STh,j . Letψ
(k)
tub,j and

ψ
(k)
lum,j denote respectively, the configuration of tubule boundaries

and lumen, obtained from Ij , after the kth (k = 1, 2, 3, ...) iteration.

2.1. Adaptive Thresholding

Let the w1 × w2 × w3 3D window centered at pixel t be denoted

by ΩTh,t, and let τt be the mean pixel intensity of the neighborhood

ΩTh,t. The local mean τt is then used as the corresponding thresh-

olding value for t as indicated by Eq. 2.1 below, where I(t) is used
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to denote the intensity of the pixel at location t:

STh(t) =

{

1 if I(t) ≥ τt

0 if I(t) < τt

The outcome of this step is used as an initial segmentation. In par-

ticular, for the jth image we set ψ
(0)
tub,j = STh,j and ψ

(0)
lum,j ≡ 0.

2.2. Background Labeling

Consider a tubule configuration ψ
(k−1)
tub,j obtained during the (k−1)th

iteration that is to be used in kth iteration. Let Λ
(k)
j denote the

background image derived from Ij at the kth iteration, and which

is defined to be: Λ
(k)
j = {s ∈ Ij |ψ

(k−1)
tub,j (s) = 0}. Assume

that there exist M disjoint background regions in Λ
(k)
j . Each such

disjoint background region is labeled as λ
(k)
j,m such that Λ

(k)
j =

⋃

m=1,2,...M λ
(k)
j,m, and each λ

(k)
j,m can be considered to identify a

group of pixels belonging to a tubule. Each λ
(k)
j,m is obtained by ap-

plying connected component labeling using a 4-point neighborhood

to Λ
(k)
j [21].

2.3. Segmentation Based on a Potential Function P (·)

For each jth image Ij , ψ
(k)
tub,j and ψ

(k)
lum,j are updated based on STh

and a potential function P (·) as follows: Pixels classified as back-

ground pixels are not considered to be a part of either tubule bound-

aries or lumen. Thus, ψ
(k)
tub,j(s) = ψ

(k)
lum,j(s) = 0 for all s ∈ Λ

(k)
j .

Next, P (·) is obtained for only the pixels s where STh,j(s) = 1.

Based on the sign of P (s), each pixel s is assigned to be either a

member of the tubule boundary ψ
(k)
tub,j or lumen ψ

(k)
lum,j according

to:

ψ
(k)
tub,j(s) =

{

1 if s ∈ STh,j and P (s) ≤ 0

0 otherwise

ψ
(k)
lum,j(s) =

{

1 if s ∈ STh,j and P (s) > 0

0 otherwise

P (·) at pixel s is the sum of three components: Floating Component

Potential Pf (·), Z-series Consistency Potential Pz(·), and Neighbor-

hood Voting PotentialPn(·), that is: P (s) = Pf (s)+Pz(s)+Pn(s).
Note that, P (·), Pf (·), Pz(·), and Pn(·) are defined only for all pix-

els s such that STh(s) = 1. Henceforth, we assume STh(s) = 1 for

all future references to s, unless specified otherwise.

Floating Component Potential Pf(·): This potential represents

identifying a component that is “floating” in one background re-

gion and labeling it as lumen. A floating component is defined as

a connected component with only one label surrounded by the back-

ground. To obtain the floating component potential during iteration

k we consider ψ
(k−1)
tub,j , the configuration of tubule boundaries from

the (k − 1)th iteration, and λ
(k)
j,m for m = 1, 2, ...M , the disjoint

background regions. Let C denote the set of all connected com-

ponents in ψ
(k−1)
tub,j obtained using 4-pixel neighborhood connectiv-

ity. Each c ∈ C is a set of pixels belonging to a single connected

component. The outer boundary of each c, denoted by bc, is next

found by selecting the boundary pixels of the morphological dilation

of c using circle of radius 1 pixel as the structuring element. Also

let Cf (Cf ⊆ C) denote the set of all floating components, that is

Cf = {c|bc ⊆ λ
(k)
j,l , for some l ∈ {1, 2, ...M}}. Now, we assign

floating point potential (Pf ) to each pixel s as:

Pf (s) =

{

1 if s ∈ Cf

−1 otherwise

Z-Series Consistency Potential Pz(·): While iteratively process-

ing the images from the 3D stack, it is important to maintain struc-

tural continuity in all directions. This is accomplished if the seg-

mentation of neighboring images along the z-direction influence the

segmentation of current image. We design Pz(·) to account for this.

In particular, we employ a one dimensional (1D) Gaussian func-

tion of length (2wz + 1): fz(n) = (1 − δ(n)) · e
−

|n|2

22 , n =
−wz, .., 0, .., wz and define Pz(s) to be:

Pz(s) =

wz
∑

n=−wz

{ψ
(k−1)

lum,(j+n)(s)− αz · ψ
(k−1)

tub,(j+n)(s)} · fz(n),

where αz is a constant whose value is set to provide suitable Z-series

consistency for tubule boundaries and lumen. It is important to set

αz < 1 to avoid incorrectly converging to an intermediate config-

uration close to the initial one. A desired range of αz was found

experimentally to be 0.1 ≤ αz ≤ 0.9. In general, a low value of αz
in this range leads to fast convergence.

Neighborhood Voting Potential Pn(·): To clearly define the sep-

aration between tubule boundaries and lumen, a 2D Gaussian vot-

ing function is used. It is similar to the voting-based distributing

function used in the active mask framework [12]. We define Pn(s)

to be: Pn(s) = {(ψ
(k−1)
lum,j − ψ

(k−1)
tub,j ) ∗ fn}(s) where ∗ represents

2D convolution and fn is a truncated 2D Gaussian function of size

(2wn + 1)× (2wn + 1) :

fn(x, y) =
1

Fw,n
· e

−
(|x|2+|y|2)

22 , x, y = −wn, .., 0, .., wn where,

Fw,n =
wn
∑

in=−wn

wn
∑

jn=−wn

e
−

(|in|2+|jn|2)

22 .

2.4. Morphological Opening

In order to avoid sharp corners in the background (Λ
(k)
j ), we use

morphological opening to the original background image using a 3×
3 square structuring element [22].

2.5. Clean-Up
Tiny clusters of pixels i.e. connected components can be safely re-

moved to preserve a high-level structural continuity. We call this

operation clean-up, in which the values of pixels belonging to com-

ponents smaller than γ pixels are assigned to 0. γ represents the

number of connected pixels that can be safely eliminated from the

image and it is typically very small (10 ≤ γ ≤ 100) as compared to

total number of pixels in an image.

2.6. Stopping Criterion

As stated above we use percentage change in number of tubule pixels

as the stopping criterion for each jth image. In particular, we define

∆
(k)
j =

Diff(ψ
(k)
tub,j

,ψ
(k−1)
tub,j

)

Total pixels
× 100, where Diff indicates the number

of changed pixels, that is Diff(A,B) =
∑

Allpixels
(A XOR B). The

stopping criterion is then: “Is ∆
(k)
j < ǫ?”. Typically, ǫ = 1 or 0.1

works well for our datasets with practically no change in segmented

pixels during iterations after the stopping criterion is met.

The steps of our proposed segmentation method are outlined be-

low in Method: Jelly Filling Segmentation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For our experiments, we used four datasets (Dataset-I, II, III and

IV) each with 8-bit, 3 color channels, images (512 × 512 pixel di-

mensions) of rat kidney volumes obtained using fluorescence mi-

croscopy, containing 512, 23, 41 and 23 images respectively. 1 Im-

1Dataset-I was provided by Malgorzata Kamocka of Indiana University
and was collected at the Indiana Center for Biological Microscopy. Dataset-

II, III and IV were provided by Tarek Ashkar of the Indiana University Divi-
sion of Nephrology.
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(a) Original (b) k = 0 (c) k = 1 (d) k = 4 (e) k = 8 (f) k = 12
Fig. 1: Illustration with iterations of our proposed method using Dataset-I: starting from k = 0 (Initialization) to 12 (Final) at which the

stopping criterion is satisfied, red: tubule boundaries, green: lumen.

Method: Jelly Filling Segmentation

Require: Input stack I with images Ij , j = 1, 2, ...J
Do Adaptive Thresholding to I to get STh

Initialize: ψ
(i)
tub,j

= STh,j , ψ
(i)
lum,j

≡ 0 for j = 1, 2, ...J

while (Image stack is not done) do

for Each image not done do

Do Morphological Opening of the background Λ
(k)
j

Clean-up: Remove small components of Λ
(k)
j (< γ pixels)

Do Background Labeling using 4-pixel neighborhood
for Each pixel s ∈ STh do

Compute Pf (s), Pz(s), Pn(s) using αf , wz , αz , wn
Compute Potential Function (P (s))

Do segmentation to get ψ
(k)
tub,j

(s) and ψ
(k)
lum,j

(s)

Clean-up: Remove small components of ψ
(k)
tub,j

(< γ pixels)

Compute the change in pixels ∆
(k)
j

if Stopping Criterion is satisfied:∆
(k)
j < ǫ then

Declare image j is done

Assign ψ
(f)
tub,j

= ψ
(k)
tub,j

and ψ
(f)
lum,j

= ψ
(k)
lum,j

if All images j, j = 1, 2, ...J are done then

Declare image stack is done
Segmentation output stacks: Itub and Ilum

ages from Dataset-I were labeled with TexasRed-phalloidin and that

from Dataset-II, III and IV were labeled with Alexa488-phalloidin.

The fluorescence of phalloidin (which labels filamentous actin) la-

beled two structures in the tissue, the basement membrane of the

tubules and the brush border (or lumen) of the proximal tubules.

Parameter Selection: Although in this paper we do not discuss

theoretical convergence, our experiments indicated a stable conver-

gence for a range of parameter values without the need of fine-

tuning. We used the same set of parameters for our experiments

with all datasets, as summarized in Table 1 in which each parameter

is listed with its description and the value used in experiments and a

suggested reference range.

Param. Description Value Ref. Range

w1, w2, w3 Thresholding window 15, 15, 3 –

wz Z-series window 2 1 ≤ wz ≤ 5
αz Z-series influence 0.25 0.1 ≤ αz ≤ 0.9
wn Neighborhood window 2 1 ≤ wn ≤ 5
γ Clean-up threshold 50 10 ≤ γ ≤ 100
ǫ Stopping criterion 0.1 Typically 1/0.1

Table 1: Parameters used for our experiments (all datasets)

Illustration: As illustrated in Figure 1 using Dataset-I, our itera-

tive segmentation process begins with initial configurations (k = 0)

for the jth image: ψ
(i)
tub,j = STh,j , ψ

(i)
lum,j ≡ 0, where all pix-

els are segmented as tubule boundaries. For subsequent iterations

k = 1, 2, ..., intermediate configurations ψ
(k)
tub,j , ψ

(k)
lum,j are gen-

erated using the three potentials: Pf , Pz and Pn, until the stop-

ping criterion is satisfied. In the example shown, this occurs at

k = 12, leading to the final segmentation results ψ
(f)
tub,j=ψ

(12)
tub,j and

ψ
(f)
lum,j=ψ

(12)
lum,j .

Segmentation Results: Figure 2 shows the results of Dataset-I.

Most tubule boundaries with their associated lumen are successfully

segmented with all necessary details preserved. Note that, the result

in Figure 2(f) also consists of a glomerulus, another biological entity

that is important for the morphological characterization of a single

nephron of the kidney. There are a few missing tubules especially

near the borders of the image and a few falsely detected tubules that

should have been segmented/classified as lumen. The main reasons

are significant blur and/or low illumination at those places.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2: Segmentation results (for Dataset-I): top row- original im-

ages, bottom row- tubule boundaries (red) and lumen (green)

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show images from Dataset-II and Dataset-

III and their corresponding segmentation results are shown in Fig-

ure 3 (d) and (e), respectively. At many places in the original im-

ages, ring-like lumen can be observed near to the center of an im-

age, where the lumen shape closely resembles to the boundary of

a circular tubule. Many lumen regions are considerably brighter

than the tubule boundaries enclosing them. The segmentation re-

sults show most tubule boundaries with their lumen quantities seg-

mented successfully. Some tubules are observed to contain small

biological mass attached to their walls. This is segmented as a part

of tubule boundary with most details preserved. Some lumen areas

are wrongly classified as tubules mainly due to high relative pixel

brightness as compared with their boundaries.

As shown with an example image in Figure 3 (c), Dataset-IV is

more challenging because of very low pixel intensities. Most tubule
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3: Segmentation results (for Dataset-II, Dataset-III and IV):

top row- original images, bottom row- tubule boundaries (red) and

lumen (green)

boundaries are not clearly observable visually. As shown in Figure 3

(f), our method has still produced an acceptable segmentation result.

Comparison with Other Methods: A sample image from Dataset-I

was hand-segmented (ground truth) for this purpose to obtain accu-

racy, Type-I and Type-II errors for each method in the context of

segmenting tubule boundaries. To be fair to other methods that can

segment only one physical quantity in an image, we did not consider

lumen as a segmented quantity, but counted as a part of background.

Accuracy is obtained as the ratio of number of correctly segmented

tubule boundaries and background pixels to the total number of pix-

els. Type-I error is computed as the ratio of number of background

pixels falsely detected as tubule boundaries (false detection) to the

total number of pixels. Type-II error is computed as the ratio of

number of tubule boundaries pixels falsely detected as background

(missed detection) to the total number of pixels.

Figure 4 depicts a visual comparison of our results and that

obtained using some popular segmentation methods. Active con-

tour model from [9] and JFilament 2D plugin from [10], both semi-

automatic (SA) methods, were used to obtain Figure 4 (h) and (e),

with the initial contour configuration provided manually as shown in

Figure 4 (g) and (d) respectively. Among the automatic (A) meth-

ods, we obtained a 2nd order response using SteerableJ plugin [15]

and used mean pixel intensity of the whole filtered image as seg-

mentation threshold to produce 4 (f). We used “Squassh” [18] from

“Mosaic” toolkit to obtain Figure 4 (i). A GPU-based 3D level set

software [23] was used with minimal parameter tuning. All other

methods used default parameters unless specified.

Method Class Accuracy Type-I Type-II Time

Active contour [9] SA 86.33% 1.95% 11.72% 50 min

JFilament [10] SA 90.43% 6.05% 3.52% 40 min

SteerableJ [15] A 72.36% 22.34% 5.30% 10 sec

3D level set [23] A 80.22% 8.07% 11.71% 10 sec

Squassh [18] A 83.46% 5.58% 10.96% 20 sec

Jelly filling (proposed) A 91.19% 6.08% 2.73% 50 sec

Table 2: Performance comparison of our proposed method with

other popular segmentation approaches

As observed from Table 2, our proposed method clearly out-

performs all other methods in terms of accuracy. Our method also

produced the lowest Type-II errors indicating lowest missed tubule

boundaries. Our Type-I errors are reasonably low. Active contour

(a) Original (b) Hand-segmentation (c) Jelly filling (proposed)

(d) JFilament [10] init. (e) JFilament [10] final (f) SteerableJ [15]

(g) Active contour [9] init. (h) Active contour [9] final (i) Squassh [18]

Fig. 4: Visual comparison of segmentation results overlaid on the

original image

with the lowest Type-I errors suffered from a considerably high per-

centage of missed detections. As seen in Figure 4, our method suc-

cessfully produced significantly better visual outcomes than every

other method and is very close to the hand-segmented ground truth

and the result obtained using the JFilament [10] method which re-

quired a considerable user interaction and time.

Fig. 5: 3D Visualization of different cross-sections of the segmented

image stack for Dataset-I.

3D Visualization: Figure 5 shows a 3D visualization of the seg-

mentation results for Dataset-I obtained using the 3D visualization

tool Voxx [24]. It depicts the structure of tubule boundaries (red)

and lumen (green) in the kidney. In the center figure, a glomeru-

lus connected to tubules is also visible and clearly identifiable. This

demonstrates that our proposed method can produce the desired 3D

segmentation that is useful for characterizing the structure and mech-

anisms of the kidney.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a method for segmentation of images con-

taining incomplete labeling. Preliminary results obtained using im-

ages of rat kidneys demonstrate that the proposed method is capable

of segmenting biologically important structures. In future, we plan

to develop a method to automatically identify individual tubule vol-

umes. We also intend to present a comprehensive analysis of con-

vergence of our method.
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